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IT’S BASICALLY SPOTIFY FOR FILM AND TELEVISION. by laura campbell.



research.research.research.



i started my research process by 

creating a simple mind map. 

 

for me i felt this was a good way to: 

 

- �gure out what you think of when it 

comes to �lm and tv 

- understand the route i want to take 

with my idea  

- take the step towards �guring out a 

name. 



with my idea being related to �lm and 

tv it was essential for me to look at 

other websites and how they display 

content.  

 

the �rst i looked at was IMDb.



i also looked into letterboxd, this was 

an opportunity for me see how they 

created actors pro�les and how they 

displayed imagery from movies.



to do some interactive research i used 

instagram polls. 

 

doing this meant i was interacting with 

people i knew, giving me an insight 

into whether or not they’d be my target 

audience.



user personas based 

o� research & 

instagram polls.



after background research, I needed to 

�gure out the content. 

 

this was the biggest task for me, but i 

knew that i wanted to shed light on 

actors that aren’t getting the spotlight 

they deserve.



the potential for my idea was pretty 

unlimited, i saw this as an opportunity 

for me to �ll a gap in the market. 

 

in this day and age a lot of our time IS 

spent binge watching, why not 

simplify it by creating an application 

that organises it all for you?

?????????



during the research portion the last 

thing i tackled was a user �ow. 

 

i wanted to have a clear understanding 

of how i wanted users to engage with 

the application and this was the best 

way for me to understand that.



process.process.process.



with a clear idea of where i was going, 

the next step was doing some sketches 

and �guring out a logo. 

 

i developed some of these ideas from 

my previous mind map.



here is the development of my 

sketched out ideas, on paper most of 

my ideas had a good concept behind 

them but weren’t translating as well 

graphically. 

 

though i was very happy with how my 

eye ended up turning out.



from what i was working with 

previously, i developed this.  

 

i strayed away from the black eye and 

focused on white, as i had a vision of 

making my application with a black 

background. 

 

i also considered di�erent stages of the 

eye allowing for the possibility of 

animation.



with a solid logo, i moved onto 

developing some wireframes based o� 

my user �ow. 

 

i wanted to make the process of 

signing up and getting started as 

simple as possible, keeping  it concise 

while relying on imagery over text.



as i had done before i moved my 

sketches across and into illustrator, 

helping create a more graphic idea of 

how things were going to look.  

 

for me this also helped me narrow my 

aesthetic down even more, focusing on 

simplicity. 



with wireframes created i organised 

each aspect i was planning to include 

in my design. 

 

i created this style tile, which 

enhanced the visual aesthetic and 

made me excited for the next steps.



during a zoom call with my lecturer we 

discussed the 3D aspect of my design, 

he suggested that it’d be interesting to 

go a step further and make some of my 

imagery 3D.  

 

i personally love how this looks but i 

think in doing this throughout, it may 

change the aesthetic i currently have 

but I could explore it at a later date.



across the next few slides i will be 

displaying the screens i created to help 

visualise �icks, i’m happy with how 

things turned out.



�icks load up screen.



�icks sign up 

screens.



choosing the content 

that interests you.



playlists catered 

towards you.



inside the playlists & 

those you saved.



actors & actresses 

catered to you.



actress pro�les.



actress pro�les.



actor pro�les.



actor pro�les & saved 

actors





updated user�ow.updated user�ow.updated user�ow.



with fresh and updated wireframes, i 

needed to rework my user �ow. 

 

this was di�cult for me, as every 

section ended up overlapping another 

in some way.  

 

though i feel this outlines the general 

idea behind �icks.



early prototype.early prototype.early prototype.



https://xd.adobe.com/view/5f9d1151-43cd-4fd9-5f6e-8307ceca04c5-29ac/




